Skilled Animator
Books & Magic is looking for an skilled animator to join our team in Vesterbro, Copenhagen. We o er a
fun and challenging working day in a professional, innovative & creative environment.
The Job
Your main focus & responsibility will be to animate characters for our Augmented Reality books & create
quality animation that gives our characters life. The animation must be a little toony, cute & at the same
time add humor to our games. We use 3ds Max and CAT/Character studio for animation and 3D content.
On occasion, you will have the opportunity to work on 3D assets like environments, 3D assets, textures,
characters, rigging & Unity implementation.
Skills
Strong and versatile character animation skills
E cient in using 3DS Max
Experience in using Unity3D
Experience from previous projects involving games and apps building.
Can provide a solid demo reel showing animation that is fun, cute and toony
Can communicate your vision and inspire others
Can adapt or create a visual direction
Reliable and on time working attitude
Awesome bonus skills
3D modelling
Texturing
Unwrapping
Skinning / rigging
Start of employment
Preferably 1st of June.
About Books & Magic
Books & Magic is a young and ambitious company that intends to set the future standard for
Augmented Reality books. We are all about interaction between pages and pixels & deliver quality
interactive experiences that inspire children to read. We embrace the physical book format and put a
huge amount of e ort into creating our own specially meaningful interaction, exploration and play using
Augmented Reality games.
At Books & Magic everyone:
Is a key player
Is a team player
Has direct in uence on the product & is expected to contribute creatively with gameplay ideas
Follows the product from start to nish
Is a committed colleague that takes responsibility, care for one another and help each other.
Help us explore the frontier of making books truly interactive and fun by bringing the world of games
into the pages of books.
Check out www.booksandmagic.com or call us on +45 7196 7600.

Send your application to job@booksandmagic.com no later than May 17th.

